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A Boolean power A (B) of a group A is a generalization of a direct product 
of copies of A. According to its nature, the property of it depends on a 
complete Boolean algebra B. A group in this paper means a torsion free 
Abelian group. In Section 1, we shall mainly study about Hom(A’B’, G): 
where G is a slender group and B is a complete Boolean algebra (cBa). And 
we shall state a result about a product A’ of copies of a group A, as a special 
case. Hom(Z (‘), ZtB’), especially Hom(Z”‘, ZtB’), will be studied in Section 2, 
where N is the set of natural numbers. 
Let B be a complete Boolean algebra (cBa), whose least element is 0 and 
greatest element is 1. For a group A, an element of ACB’ is a function 
f:A --f B such that the sequence (f(x); x EA) is a partition of 1, i.e., 
f(x) Af(v) = 0 for distinct x, y and V,,,f(x) = 1. Forf, g E A’B’,f+ g is a 
function h E A’~’ such that h(x) = b iff b = V,,,+,J(U) A g(u). 
In Section 2, we shall use the terminology for Boolean valued models of 
set theory ([ 1,4, 51). We assume that a Boolean extension VCB) is separated, 
i.e., x =y is equivalent to 1-X =yjCB’ = 1 for x, y E V”. X is an element of 
pB) such that dom x’= {y’; y E x} and range x _C { 1). .< is the set 
{r; lv E .x](“) = 1 & y E vB)). In this terminology, ACB) is isomorphic to 2, 
i.e., consisting of the global sections of a constant sheaf 1. Such an obser- 
vation is necessary for Section 2. So, we shall write b < If= Xl, if b <f(x). 
xb is an element of AcB’ such that lx, = T] = b and I[x, = 6]= -b, where 0 is 
the unit of A. However, Section 1 can be read without any knowledge about 
Boolean valued models. 
Product nielAi is the direct product of groups Als and OiplAi is the 
direct sum of them. A’ denotes nisrA i and @[A denotes Oi,[ Ai, in the 
case that Ai is a copy of A for each i E I. For an index set 1, e, is the element 
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of Z’ such that e,(i) = 1 and ei(j) = 0 for j # i. An element of Z’ can be 
written as a formal infinite sum Ciel aiei with ai E Z. And any element of 
Z@’ can be written as CiEI ai lr,, where Ui E Z for i E N and (bi; iE Nj is a 
partition f1. 
1. Hom(A’B’, G) 
DEFINITION 1 ([3]). A group G is slender, if for every homomorphism 
h: Z” + G, h(e,) = 0 for almost all 12. 
Propositions 1 and 2 are in [3j and refinements of them will be proved in 
Section 2 for a further purpose. 
PROPOSITION 1 (E. Specker). If G is a slender group and h: Z” --L G is a 
homomorphism, then h(Ci,, a,e,) = CiEN aih(eJ holds. 
PROPOSITION 2 (E. Specker). Z is slender. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a slender group and 3 the set of countablq 
complete maximalJilters on B. Then, Hom(ZCB’, G) is isomorphic to GrG. 
Prooj Let @g: ZcB’ --+ G be the following homomorphism for each 
FEST and each g E G: @E(CIeNai lb;) = ar,g, where (b<; i E Nj is a 
partition of 1 and biO E F. And let G, = {CD:.; g E: G 1. Then, GFI, r? 
x- 
LF#FD G, = 0 for each FO E Y. We now prove Hom(Z’B’, 6) = OFEx7 G, . 
For h E Hom(Z (B), G), let S be the subset of B such that b E S if and only 
if h(l,)#O holds and cAc’=O implies h(l,)=O or h(l,,)=O for any c, 
c’ < b. And let M be a maximal pairwise disjoint subfamily of S. By virtue 
of Proposition 1, there exists no pairwise disjoint infinite subfamily X of B 
such that h(1,) # 0 for each b E X. Therefore, M is finite and let 
M= jb, . . . . . b,\. For a E S, let F be a subset of B such that b E F if and only 
if h( l,,,) + 0. Then, the previous observation of Proposition 1 gives us the 
fact that F is a countably complete maximal filter on B. Let Fi be the filter 
on B defined from bi f M for i < n in the above manner. Let gi = k(1 b,) for i 
II and b, = 1 - ViGn bi. By the definition fM, Iz(;~+~,) = 0 for any c E B, 
Again by the definition of M and Proposition 1, h( Id) f 0 implies 
h(l,) = h(l,J =gj for d,< bi for each i. Hence, h(l,)= CrzO h(l, 4C) - 
C;=r @%(lhiAc) =‘CYr @$‘(I,). By virtue of Proposition 1, h = J-T=, 4:~;. 
Hence, Hom(Z ‘B’, G) = mFEg G, v OF G. 
In the above proof, we have used only the countable completeness of B. 
This fact will be used in Section 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Hom(Z”‘, Z) is free and hence Hom(Z’, Z) is free. 
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ProoJ Since Z’ N Z’,9’r” 3where P(I) is the cBa of all subsets of I, it is 
clear by Theorem 1. 
For the definition fthe measurable cardinal, see [3] or [4]. Let M, be the 
least measurable cardinal. A tilter iscalled principal, ifit is generated by one 
element. Theorem 1 implies Hom(Z’, Z)- OF Z, where 2- is the set of coun- 
tably complete maximal filters (c.c. max-filters) on .9(I). This implies 
Zeeman’s theorem ([3, Corollary 94.6]), since F is principal for each F E X 
in the case that the cardinality ofI is less than M,. 
A Z-dual group G* of a group G is Hom(G, Z), as usual. The following 
hold as corollaries to the proof of Theorem 1. The image of the natural 
map: Z’+ (Z’)** is a direct summand of (Z’)** for any I. However, if 
I= M,, then the cardinality of Z’ (=(@,Z)*) and that of (Z’)“” are not 
equal and so they are not isomorphic. 
LEMMA 1 (J. Los, [ 31). Let G be a slender group and the cardinality of I 
less than MC. If h: Z’+ G is a homomorphism, then, h(Ci,, aiei) = 
Ciel aMJ 
ProoJ In the proof of Theorem 1, there is an equation h = xi”=, @$. By 
the cardinality condition of I, Fi must be principal for each i. Let ji be the 
generator of Fi. Then, h(Ciel Ujej) = C:=, Ujigi = xi,, Ujh(ej). 
A cBa B satisfies K-C.C., if the cardinality of any pairwise disjoint 
subfamily of B is less than K. An element b of B is called an atom, if b is not 
0, and 0 # s < b implies x = b. 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a c.c.max-filter on B. If B satisJies MC-c.c., then F is 
principal. 
ProoJ Suppose that F is not principal. Then, v{b; b & F} = 1. By the 
MC-C.C. of B, there exists a partition (bi ; i E I) of 1 such that bj & F for i E I 
and the cardinahty of I is less than MC. Let F’ be the subset of T(I) defined 
by; X E F’ o X s I & V iE,y b, E F. Then, F’ is a nonprincipal c.c.max-filter 
on Y’(I), which contradicts he leastness of MC. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a slender group. 
(1) Let F be the set of c.c.max-filters on B. If the cardinah’ty of a 
group A is less than MC, then Hom(AcB), G) N @F Horn@, G). 
(2) Let M be the set of atoms of B. If B satisfies MC-c.c., then 
Hom(A@‘, G) z1 On Horn@, G).’ 
’ Theorem 2 has an extended form in 161, but we do not state it here, because these simple 
cases are suitable for our purpose in this paper. 
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ProoJ: Of course, the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. So, we 
indicate only the important change. Let S be the subset of B defined by the 
postulate: b E S o there exists u E A such that Iz(u~) # 0, and there- exist no 
c and e’ such that c A c’ = 0, c V c’ < b, h(v,) # 0, and h(v,,) # 0 for some 
u, U’ EA. We remark that /~(a,) = /~(a,) or /~(a,) = 0 for c < b < E S and 
UEA. 
Any element of A (‘) can be written as xi,, (uijb., where the cardinality of 
I is less than M,, by the cardinality hypothesis of > (1) or the MC-CC. of B 
(2). So, we can use Lemma 1, since the countably completeness of F implies 
the M,-completeness, i.e., if the cardinality of I is less than M, and 
ViEI bi E F, then bi E F for some i. 
For o E Hom(A, G) and F E Y, let !I$? (risl(ai)bi) = ~(a~,>, where biO f F. 
Then, any homomorphism is a finite linear combination of such @Fs. If B 
satisfies M,-c.c., then F- D by Lemma 2. 
As a corollary of Theorem 2(2), we can deduce the theorem of J. Los 
([3, Theorem 94.41). Here, we shall state a consequence due to 
Theorem 2(l). The condition of Corollary 2 is a little different from that of 
[3, Corollary 94.71, though the conclusion of it is the same. 
COROLLARY 2. Let K be the cardinal less than 44,. If the cardinality of 
a group Ai is less than K for each i E I, then every slender summand of 
niEI Ai is isomorphic to a summand of the direct sum of a finite number C$ 
the A,. 
ProoJ The isomorphic types of the A i are less than M,. We detine J E I 
and Ti E I for j E J as follows: Ai & Ai for distinct i, j E J and i E Ii implies 
Ai N Aj; for every i E I, there exists j E J such that A, v A,i. Hence, the 
cardinaiity of J is less than M,. Let 4 be the set of all c.c.max-filters on 
.Y(li) for j E .I. Then, by Theorem 2 and Lemma 2. 
Horn nA. G ‘v @ Horn nA. G -0 @Hom(Aj,G), 
(i.1 I’ ) jc./ tie, ” 1 jEJ fi 
for a slender group G. 
Let niEI Ai 2: H @ H’ and H be slender. And let oH: ni,, Ai ---t H be the 
projection. Then, CI~ = rz= I @z,“, where ok E Hom(Al,, H) and F, E qk for 
some j, E J. 
Let K be the subgroup of nielAi such that x E K iff Ij, f? 
(i;s(i) = 0) E. F, for 1 <k< n. Then, KC H’ and nisrAi/K 2 
Ai, 0 ~. . @ Ai,, for some i, ,..., i , E J. Since o,(K) = 0, H is isomorphic to a 
summand of Ai, @ ..- @ Ain. 
Corollary 2 has the next corollary, which is an improvement of Mishina’s 
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result about a vector group in [3, p. 1711. We have driven away the 
cardinality hypothesis of the index set as Corollary 1. 
A rational group is a subgroup of the group of all rational numbers. 
COROLARY 3. Let Ri be a rational group for i E I. Then, every slender 
summand of ni,, Ri is isomorphic to the direct sum of ajXte number of the 
Ri. 
ProojI Use Corollary 2 instead of 13, Corollary 94.71. 
By the way, the condition of the nonmeasurability in (3, Theorem 96.31 
can be dropped by virtue of Proposition 3. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be a slender group. For infinite I and J, G’ 2: Gs 
implies that the cardinality ofI and J are equal to each other. 
ProojI Let h: G’+ GJ be the isomorphism and ?i: GJ + G the projection 
to the jth coordinate for each j E J. And let g,(i) = g # 0 and gi(i’) = 0 for 
i’ + i, for each i E I. Then, for j E J, there are at most finite i’s for which 
7ri(h(gi)) # 0, and h(gi) # 0 for every if I. So, the cardinality of I is less 
than or equal to that of J. 
In the same way, the converse of the inequality holds. 
We do not state such an improvement further. In the beginning of our 
study about ZcB), our purpose had been to prove the simple case of 
Corollary 4, which was proved by Yasumoto and extended by Hanazawa 
soon after. 
COROLLARY 4 (M. Yasumoto, M. Hanazawa). Let B be an atomless cBa, 
which satisfies MC-C.C. Then, Z (B) has no nontrivial s ender summand. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 2(2), Hom(Z’a’, G) = 0 for a slender group G. 
COROLLARY 5. Let B be an atomless cBa, with satisfies MC-C.C. If G is a 
rational group but not the rational group Q, then GtB’ has no summand of 
rank 1. 
ProoJ: A rational group is slender, if’f it is not Q. Now, the corollary is 
clear. 
COROLLARY 6 (M. Hanazawa). Z (B) has a nontrivial s ender summand, iff 
there exists a c.c.max-filter on B. 
Proof: It is clear from Theorem 1. 
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2. THE SLENDER PROPERTY OF B 
In this section, we use a Boolean extension V(a) of a set-theoretical 
universe. So, we assume that the reader is familiar with a Boolean extension 
I@’ by a cBa B ([l-4.5]). Itshould be noted that “2 in [ 1 f means our “s”‘. 
For a proposition @, we say “Cp in VCB),” if [@](B) = 1. 
DEFINITION 1. (xi; i E Z) is a proper sequence of ZcB’, if there exists a 
partition P of 1 such that b < uxi = 61 for almost all i for each b E P. Ps’Z”’ 
is the set of all proper sequences {xi; i E I). 
Propositions 4 and 5 are straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 4. Ps’ZtB) is a subgroup of (ZIBi)“. 
PROPOSITION 5. If (xi ; i E I> is a proper sequence of Z I “, then there 
exists a partition P of 1 such that b < [xi = 61 for some a E Z for each i in 
addition to the condition in Dejinition 1.
By Proposition 5 the existence of Cit, xi in Definition 2 is assured. 
DEFINITION 2. Let (xi ; i E 1> be a proper sequence of Z’B’..CiEr xi is an 
element of ZtB’ such that for some partition P of 1, b < lxi,, xi = r,>fi 
and b < ifxi = Gpj for i E I and for each b E P. 
We say that (xi; i E 1) is a proper sequence of ZJ, if xi(j) = 0 for almost 
all I E I for each j E J. which is consistent when we confuse ZJ and Z’ r’(J’i, 
DEFINITION 3. For a homomorphism h: Z” -+ ZtB’, h is infinitely inear, 
if (h(ei); i E N) is a proper sequence and h(Ci,,v aiei) = CiC,,F aih(ei). 
DEFINITION 4. A cBa B has the slender property, if every 
homomorphism h: Zh; + ZtB’ is infinitely inear. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a pure subgroup of ZN and in addition satisfy the 
JWlOWiilg: 
(1) G is a subring of Z”, where its multiplication s the coordinatertsise 
one. 
(2) e, belongs to G for each i E N. 
(3) There exists an element C,,BACd,e, of G such that pl --.pz,-,ld, 
and p2 . . . pzn j d, f I for each n, where p,, is the n th prime and x ly implies 
that x divides y. 
Let h: G + Z be a homomorphism and h(e,) = 0 for almost all i. Then, 
h(riER. aiej) = xi,, aih(ei) for each xi,,,, aiei E G. 
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ProoJ Let u, = Ci>n a;diei for n E N. Then, u, E G by the property of 
G. Let M be a number such that h(e,) = 0 for each i > M. And let n > M and 
k > n. Then, pZkf ,I u, - (a,, d, e, + a.. + a,d,e,) in Z”. So, it holds in G, by 
the purny. Hence, pZk+ 1 (h(u,). Since we can take k to be arbitrarily large, 
h(u,) = 0 for each n > M. Since u, + Cihn aiei = ri>n ai(di + 1) ei, 
pznjh(~.i~tiaiei) forn>,M and SO prlllh(Ci>bfaiei) for n>M. Hence, 
f4.Z. lrnr aiei) = 0 and so h(CiEN aiei) = Ci,,, aih(ei) = xi,, a,h(e,). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let h:ZIV +Z (” be a homomorphism. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) h is injinitely inear. 
(2) (h(q); i E N) is a proper sequence. 
(3) V, A\i~m [h(ei) = 61~ 1. 
ProoJ: The implications (1) + (2) and (2) + (3) are clear. We now prove 
(3) + (1). There exists h’ in VB’ such that /i: ?’ -+ Z is a homomorphism and 
&((x’) = h(,y) in V(s) for each x E Z”. 2” satisfies the condition of G in 
Lemma 3 in You. So, @(~,$&,e,) = CiE,viii@ei)j = 1, by Lemma 3 and 
(3). 
Let P be the partition f1 such that b < ih(e;) = t$‘l for b E P and i E N. 
And let b E P. Then, there exists an m such that b < [h(ei) = bj for each 
i > m. b < U6(xi&%iei) = xiCnf &@ei)I/ = Uh(Ci,, a,e,) = zisicf’j. SO, 
b < uh(JJi+cN aiei) = xi,, aih(ei)l, Hence, h(CieN aiei) = CiE,\s ait?( 
PROPOSITION 7. Let h:Z”-+Z (B) be infinitely linear and (x,; n E N) 
proper. Then, (h(x,); n E N) is proper and h(JJnEH a,x,) = r,,, a,h(x,). 
Prooj Without any loss of generality, we can assume a, = 1 for each 
n E N. Let CneN x, = CiEN biei. Then, bi = CnEN x,(i), where x,(i) = 0 for 
almost all n. h(CnsN xn) = Cic, bih(ei), by th e infinite linearity. Let P be the 
partition f 1 such that b < I[h(ei) = $1 for b E P and i E N. Since h(x,) = 
* n EN) is proper, b < [h(x,) = bj for almost ail 
b< c h(x,)= c 
e PIEN neN 
(C x,(i) htei)) J
ic.V 
= [C h(x,) = x ( c x,,(i)) Mei)] 
nEN ie,V IlElC 
Hence, CnGhrhW = KLENxJ- 
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LEMMA 4. Let G be a subgroup of ZN which contains e, for each i E NY 
In addition, let G be closed under a simple inductive definition, i.e., ifs is 
primitive recursive’ in g and g E G, then f E G. 
Let h: G--f Z be a homomorphism such that there exists f E G; 1 h(eJ <f(i) 
for each i E N. Then, there exists m such that h(ei) = 0 for each i > m. 
Proo$ Let m, = 1 and v=FLi4TiLmkf WI + 9. Then, 
CisN miei E 6. Let m = 1 h(CiEN miei)l + 1. Then, ?ltil h(Ckai m,e,), since 
Ckai mkeR is in G and is divided by m, in G. On the other hand, 
jh (&-kek)l= Ih (;h,mkek)-h (;imkek)/ 
<m-l+ 1 mkf(k)<mi for i>m. 
kci 
So, h(C,,,m,e,) =0 for each i> m. Then, mi h(ei) = h(m,e,) = 
h(Ck>i mkek> - hEk>i+l mkek) = o for i > m. Hence, h(ei) = 0 for 
i>m. 
A complete Boolean algebra B satisfies (0, w)-WDL, if Am,, VnEN b,, = 
Vf&V &EN Vn<~dmw It is known to be equivalent to [‘v” E “N, 3g E ,l”N, 
‘Jn E N (f(n) < g(n)>ll’“’ = 1 ([ 1 I>. 
THEOREM 3. If B satisfies (cu, o) - WDL, then B has the slender 
property. 
Proof. Let h: ZN -+ Z (B) be a homomorphism. Then, there exists KE VCB’ 
such that K: 2” -+ 2, is a homomorphism and /i(fi = h(f) in VB’ for each 
f E ZN. By Lemma 4 and (0, co)-WDL, f3m, Vi> m, @ei) =6I] = 1. By the 
absoluteness ofei in YCB), V, /liarn jh(ei) = 61 = Lc3’ 
COROLLARY 7. Let B satisfy (w, w)-WDL. If (xi ; i E Nj is a proper 
sequence, h(CimaixJ = Cicvaih(xi) fir every homomorphism 
h: ZcB’ -+ ZtB’. 
Proof: It is clear by Theorem 3 and Proposition 7.
LEMMA 5. Let F be a free group. If {a,; n E N} is an infinite linear/q 
independent subset of F, then, there exists a homomorphism h: F t Z such 
that there are infinitely many i; h(ai) # 0. 
’ Here, the primitive recursiveness is of course not essential. We only need that the proof is 
fitted to L? in IJIB’. 
’ An elementary proof of Theorem 3, i.e., without any use of an argument in VB’, has been 
obtained by K. Hibino. 
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Prooj Let {b, ; a < A) be a base of F, and a,* = C, ED,I ca,, 6, , where D,, 
is a finite subset of 2 and c,, # 0 for a E D,. We shall define h by induction. 
Suppose that h has been defined on lJi<,, Di. There exists m such that 
D, sf Ui<,, Di. Let h(b,) be defined for a E D, - UiCn Di such that h(a,) 
is not 0. We continue this process. Let h(b,) = 0 for a E 2 - UieY Di. Then, 
we can obtain a desired homomorphism. 
THEOREM 4. If $0 is countable in VtB), then B has not the slender 
property. 
ProoJ: Since Z” is countable in VcB’ and Z” is K-free, Z” is free in VcB) 
(cf. [2]). So, there exists h such that 12: Z” + Z is a homomorphism and 
h(ei) f 0 for infinitely many i’s in VcB’, by Lemma 5. Let h* be the 
restriction of 6 to ZN, then A, Via,,, [Ih*(ei)+ On= I, i.e., V,, Ai>,,m 
[h*(ei) = 01 = 0. 
As used in the preceding theorem, Hom(G, ZcB’) is isomorphic to 
HomgZ), where Hom(d, Z) is in VcB). 
PROPOSITION 8. If B satisfies (w, o)-WDL, Hom(ZN, Z’*‘) is isomorphic 
to PsNZ’B’. 
ProoJ It is clear from Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 6. o$ is isomorphic to Ps’Z(~‘, where @fZ is the free group 
generated by fin VcB’. 
ProoJ: In VB), an element x of @fZ can be identified by a fuction 
x: f-t Z such that x(i) = b for almost all i E 1 By the absoluteness of the 
finiteness, Vfinite s EI Ai,, (Ix(i) = ii] = 1. s o, x can be regarded as a proper 
sequence of Z (B) of the length I. The converse is clear, too. 
A cBa B is homogeneous, if i(b) = b for every automorphism i of B implies 
b =O or 1. Let @(u, .a. u,) be a formula whose only free variables are 
u, .** u,. It is known that [@(u’, ... u’,)l (‘) = 1 or 0 for a homogeneous cBa 
B. 
A cBa B satisfies (u, A)-DL, if A,,, V,, 3. b,, = VfEAk AmEat, b,,ftm,. Itis 
known to be equivalent o [V/f: N-1 n(fE NIjj(B) = 1 ([I]). 
THEOREM 5. Let B be homogeneous and satisfy (0, A)-DL, where 1 is 
the cardinality of a cBa C. Then, Hom(Z (“, ZtB’) is isomorphic to Ps~Z’~‘, 
where i has the cardinality of the set of c.c.max-jilters on f? in VcB’. 
ProoJ c is countably complete and ZN is equal to Z” in VcB), by (0, A)- 
DL. Hence, by the remark at the end of the proof of Theorem 1, 
Horn@ (‘), Z ) N OS Z, where .F is the set of c.c.max-filters on c. in VtB’. 
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Let @(I) be “Hom(ZCC), Z ) N 0, Z and I the cardinal of the set of all 
c.c.max-filters on c.” Then, V, [@(II>] = 1. By the homogeneity, there exists 
I such that Hom(ZCC’, Z) is isomorphic to OfZ in VB). Hence, 
Hom(Z (‘), ZtB’) is isomorphic to Ps’ZcB’ by Lemma 6. 
Think of the case B = (0, l}, then Theorem 5 implies Theorem I in the 
case “G = Z”. By the absoluteness of a slender group and ZN, we can prove 
revised Theorem 5 which implies Theorem 1. Anyhow, Theorem 5 is a 
generalization of Theorem 1 in a slightly complicated manner. 
At the end, we remark where a group ZcB’ appears. Let T be a topological 
space and RO(T) the cBa formed by all regular open subsets of T. We can 
take a flabby sheaf whose global section is Z’Ro’r)r and which includes the 
constant sheaf Z, as a subsheaf. This flabby sheaf has a minimal property in 
some sense. These will appear elsewhere. 
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